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On a closed Riemann surface Ra of genus g there exist g linearly

independent differentials of the first kind, wu • • • , ws,.and their

integrals around 2g canonical cycles or retrosections, Oi, • • • , a„,

bi, ••• , ba, are usually put together to form a gX2g matrix (an; ßn)

= (A; B), i, j =1, • • • , g, where a,-,- is the integral of w{ over a,.

Riemann showed that the entries in this matrix were far from

arbitrary. In fact, both of the square matrices A and B are non-

singular, making it possible to choose a new basis for the set of dif-

ferentials of the first kind in such a way that A is replaced by the

gXg identity matrix and B is replaced by A~lB. The whole gX2g

matrix is then of the form (7, Z) where Z = A~lB is a square matrix

with complex entries. If each element of Z is written as the sum of

its real and imaginary parts, then Z itself may be written as a sum of

two matrices, Z = X-\-iY, where X and F have real entries. Then the

Riemann relations between the entries in (A ; B) are equivalent to

the statement that Z is now symmetric (from which it follows that

both X and Y are symmetric) and that Y is in fact positive definite.

An arbitrary gX2g matrix (A ; B) where A is nonsingular and A_1B

is symmetric and has positive definite imaginary part is often called

(after Scorza) a Riemann matrix, but it is not true that every Rie-

mann matrix, in this sense, arises as the Riemann matrix associated

with a Riemann surface. Let (A ; B) be an arbitrary Riemann matrix.2

Since Z = A~XB is symmetric, it has g(g + l)/2 independent complex

entries, which may be taken as the coordinates of a point in complex

g(g + l)/2-space, C('+1)l2. The set of points arising thus from the

totality of all Riemann matrices of genus g is an open set, being re-

stricted only by the condition that the imaginary part of Z be positive

definite, and therefore has the same dimension as the space. But it is

known that if the set of all Riemann surfaces of genus g is param-

etrized in any reasonable fashion, then for g= 1, one complex param-
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eter is needed, and for higher g, 3g — 3 complex parameters are re-

quired. Therefore, for g = 4 the dimension of the set of all Riemann

matrices is too great for every Riemann matrix to have come from a

Riemann surface. For g = 4 the complex dimension is too large by one,

and one would suppose that there exists a complex analytic function

defined in C10 which vanishes at every point whose coordinates are

entries in a Riemann matrix which does come from a Riemann sur-

face of genus 4 and no others. This matter was studied by Poincaré,

and Schottky [3] later gave the necessary relation in terms of â-

functions.

For g = l, 2, and 3, the sets of Riemann matrices and Riemann

surfaces coincide in dimension, and so for these genera one can not

hope to find any other functional relation between the elements of a

Riemann matrix coming from a Riemann surface than those found

by Riemann. In fact, it is shown by elementary considerations that

every Riemann matrix of genus one does come from a Riemann sur-

face of genus one. But for genus two and genus three, despite the

coincidence in dimension, this is lamentably not the case.

Although the necessary and sufficient conditions that a gX2g

matrix be a Riemann matrix associated with a Riemann surface are

still wrapped in mystery, the necessary and sufficient conditions

that a set of 2g complex numbers «!,•••, aa, ßi, • • • , ßt be the

periods of a differential of the first kind, w, are known and are due to

Otto Haupt [l]. The Riemann relations on the Riemann matrix of

a Riemann surface imply certain conditions on the a and ß. Haupt

proved that, with one exceptional case, every set of 2g complex

numbers satisfying these conditions can be made to serve as periods

of a differential of the first kind on some Riemann surface. To explain

the exception, it must be observed that if the set of retrosections

a\, ■ • • , a„, bu • • • , bg is replaced by another, then the periods of

a differential of the first kind will also be changed, and in a manner

determined by the change in retrosections.

The new set of periods may be considered equivalent to the old, for

if either can be realized as the periods of some differential, then so

can the other. The exception is this: For g>l no set of presumptive

periods of which only two are not zero, or which is equivalent to a

set in which only two are not zero, can be realized as the periods of a

differential of the first kind.

Haupt proved that it is sufficient to exclude this exceptional case,

and showed that it was indeed necessary to do so by giving a proof

due to Wirtinger of the following theorem: If on a Riemann surface

there exists a differential of the first kind whose period system con-
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tains only two nonzero periods, or whose period system is equivalent

(under change of retrosection) to one containing only two nonzero

periods, then the genus of the surface is necessarily one. The proof

depends on the use of the Weierstrass o--function and the Weierstrass

gap theorem.

Now

/l    0    i   0\

\0    1   0    i)

is a perfectly good Riemann matrix of genus two. But by the theorem

of Haupt and Wirtinger, 1, 0, », 0 can not be the periods of any dif-

ferential of the first kind, and therefore it is not the Riemann matrix of

any Riemann surface. The case for genus three is similar. The fact

that certain Riemann matrices of genus two and three do not come

from Riemann surfaces may then be considered as a consequence of

the Haupt-Wirtinger theorem. Since this theorem has, therefore, at

least one important corollary, it may be of interest to examine some

proofs longer but less sophisticated than that of Wirtinger.

Suppose then that a Riemann surface Sg of genus g with retro-

sections ai, • ■ • , ag, bi, ■ • • , b„ is given, and on it a differential of the

first kind w whose periods over these retrosections are a*, • • • , a„,

ßi, • • • , ßa respectively. Of these periods, suppose only two are non-

zero. Since it can not be the case that all the a or all the ß are zero,

one of these nonzero periods must be an a and one a ß. We may there-

fore assume that «i is not zero, and by multiplying w by a constant

factor we may assume that ai = l. It must then be the case that ßi

is not zero and has, in fact, positive imaginary part, which follows

from the fact that if (I, Z) is a Riemann matrix then the imaginary

part of Z is positive definite.

If g is a fixed .point on Sg, then the mapping p—*z(p) = fa'w maps Se

into the complex plane, but since the integral depends on the path

of integration it is not single-valued and the image of a point p is

therefore not unique. In fact, if z0(p) is any image of p, then z0(p)

+mai+nßi is also an image of p. As m and n run through all the

integers, these will run through all the images of p since w has only

the two periods «i and p\. If the points z and z+mai + nßi of the com-

plex plane are considered equivalent and identified, the resulting

Riemann surface is a torus Si. There is a natural mapping h of the

complex plane C onto the torus Si which sends every point of the

complex plane to its equivalence class; C is the universal covering sur-

face of Si and h the covering map. The combined mapping p—>z(p)

—*h(z(p)) is now a single-valued mapping of S„ into the torus Si and
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will be denoted by/. / is analytic in terms of the local coordinates on

Sg and Si. It does in fact map Sfl onto Si and is a local homeomorphism

except at the zeros pi, • • • , pr of w. Were it not for the points

Pit • * ' i Pr, which are branch points of /, the mapping would be a

covering mapping of SB onto Si. Since the integral of w around any of

the retrosections a2, • • • , ae, b2, • • • ,b„ is zero, the images of these

cycles under the mapping p—>z(p) of S„ into the universal covering

of Si are closed curves. Therefore f(a2), • • ■ , f(aa), f(b2), • • • , f(bQ)

are all homotopic to zero.

There has been constructed, then, an analytic mapping /: S„—*Si

which, except for a finite number of points, is a covering mapping, and

under which the images of g — 1 pairs of retrosections of SB are homo-

topic to zero. The Haupt-Wirtinger theorem is contained in the state-

ment that no such mapping can exist. This latter statement does not

depend on the fact that S„ and Si are Riemann surfaces and / an

analytic map, but we shall give first a proof that uses these prop-

erties and then one which does not.

Since Si is a torus, there is defined on it a differential v of the first

kind which is mapped by a map associated with / onto a differential

of the first kind on S„. Since f(a2), • • • , f(ba) are homotopic to zero,

the latter differential can have nonzero periods only over the cycles

ai and bi, and therefore can differ from w only by a constant multi-

plier. We may therefore assume it is w and then the integral of w over

a path in S„ is equal to the integral of v over its image. If the ex-

terior products (i/2)w/\w and (i/2)v/\v are taken as differentials

of area on Sa and Si respectively, then (i/2)fw/\w (which is just the

Dirichlet integral of w) extended over all S„ is the area of the domain

onto which / maps S„, where the latter area is measured with the

differential of area (i/2)v/\v and domains of Si which are multiply

covered are counted with their multiplicities. / is then an isometry.

Since/(<Xi) and/(ôi) constitute a set of retrosections of Si, the total

area of Si is R(ai)I(ßi) —R(ßi)I(ai), where R(a) is the real part of a

and 1(a) is its imaginary part. The total area of S„ is determined by

the periods au • • ■ , ae, ßi, • • • , ßt of w and is ^,i[R(ai)I(ßi)

— R(ßi)I(ai)]. Since a2, ■ • • , aB, ß2, • • • , ß„ are by assumption zero,

the sum reduces to its first term, which is just the area of Si. It

follows that Si is not multiply covered at all and that / is therefore

one-to-one. / is therefore a homeomorphism, and the genus g must

have been one from the start. This ends the analytic proof. It should

be observed that since/, after excepting a finite number of points, is

a covering map, every two subdomains of Si are covered by S0 with

equal multiplicities. The degree of / is therefore the ratio of the area
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of Sg to that of Si. Under the stringent conditions imposed on /, this

was shown to be one.

The matter is now reduced to its topological essence. Suppose a

mapping/: S„—»Si of a surface of genus g into a torus is given which,

except for a finite number of branch points, is a covering mapping.

The mapping must be onto for elementary topological reasons. If

the degree of the mapping is one then it must be a homeomorphism

and g must be one. Let au • ■ ■ , aa, bi, ■ ■ • ,bQ be a set of retrosec-

tions of Si. Suppose f(a2), • ■ • , f(aa), f(b2), ■ ■ ■ , f(be) are all homo-

topic to zero. Then it will be shown that a new torus S* and a new

mapping/*: Se^>Si* can be constructed such that/* is also, except

for a finite number of branch points, a covering map, but has the

further property that its degree is one. /* must be then a homeo-

morphism and g must be one.

If Ci and c2 are any two cycles of Si, their intersection number will

be denoted by {ci, c2). Then it is the case, as was shown by Hopf

[2], that the degree of any continuous mapping /: S„—»Si is

E» if(ai)y f(bi))- Since, after excepting a finite number of branch

points, our / is a covering mapping, its degree is not zero. But

f(<h), " " • , /(<*»), f(bt), ■ • • , f(ba) are all homotopic to zero and so

(f(ai), f(bi)) is not zero. It is then possible to construct a torus Si*

with retrosections a* and b* and a covering mapping (a genuine one,

without branch points) h: S*—»Si such that h(a*) is homotopic to

f(ai) and h(b*) is homotopic to/(&i). Let xg, xi, and x* be base points

for the fundamental groups of Sg, Si, and S* such that f(xg)—Xi

= h(x*). Sg may then be mapped into Si* as follows: If p is any

point of Sg, let it be joined to xa by a curve c. f(c) is a curve in Si

with end point xi. Over it in S* lies a curve with end point Xi*; the

other end point is to be the image of p. The mapping so defined is/*.

Except for the branch points of / it is a covering mapping, and it is

well-defined. To prove the latter point one must show that the image

of a closed curve in S„ is a closed curve in S*. But this is true if it is

true for the generators of the fundamental group of Sg; it is true for

a2, • • • , aa, b2, ■ • • , bB since their images under / are homotopic to

zero and it is true for «i and bi since h(a*) is homotopic to /(ßi) and

h(b*) is homotopic tof(h). It follows, in fact, that/*(a2), • • • ,f*(aa),

f*(b2), • ■ ■ ,f*(bg) are closed curves homotopic to zero and that

f*(ai) is homotopic to a* and/*(¿>i) to b*. But by Hopfs formula,/*

then has degree one; it is a homeomorphism.

This ends, for the present paper, the discussion of the Haupt-

Wirtinger theorem, but there remain a few remarks germane to the

underlying topological question. Every continuous mapping/: S„—»Si
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induces a homomorphism of the homology group of S„ into that of Si.

Hopf showed (in the same paper [2]), that two mappings are homo-

topic if and only if they induce the same homomorphism, and that

for every homomorphism there was a mapping inducing it. It has

been shown here that if the homomorphism annihilates g— 1 pairs

of a set of retrosections of S„, then the mapping inducing it can not

have the very special property of being except for branch points a

covering mapping, nor can it be homotopic to such a mapping.

Now it is in fact the case that if the homomorphism induced by a

mapping /: S„—*Si is well-behaved to the extent that however the

retrosections of S„ may be chosen it does not annihilate any g — 1

pairs of them, then/ must be homotopic to a mapping which except

for a finite number of branch points is a covering mapping. This can

be shown by exhibiting for every such homomorphism a mapping of

this special type inducing it, but that is a matter with which I do not

here intend to bore you.
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